


Studio Madane
Aims for socio-economic and urban 
regeneration in Lebanon. It catalyzes 
youth opportunities in multidisciplinary 
capacities along the way.



Jalebi Donut Model

An Economic Model for India
Source: https://www.talkdhartitome.com/post/a-picnic-doughnut-jalebi-economics-the-planet-and-humanity



Urban Environment

Photographic surveys were used to convey the socio-political realities through the physicalities of the urban environment. How are the residents using barriers and 
props to define their living? The authorities, unions of residents, business owners, and other stakeholders are potential collaborators in the lack of order in the 
cities. 



The mappers and surveyors from the
Artists & Laborers working group went
on several ´kazdoura´ [strolls]
between the areas and identified a lot
of phenomena in the urban landscape.
The lines mark the paths taken, and
the points mark socio-political,
environmental, and physical
informalities.

‘Kazdoura’ Map



Community Insights

The collective discussion between all working group members and advisors had many takeaways, and the most important one was regarding future prospects. Now
that the portrait is clearer, what types of interventions can be injected?
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Seeing that recruitment has
channeled different individuals
from society [architects, artists,
journalists, photographers,
authors, researchers, volunteers,
nappers, surveyors…] into
different departments, a flexible
system was crucial.

The ‘Work Dynamics Workshop’
was designed to allow separate
working contracts for each
working group. The members of
each cluster built their own
contracts which pertained to the
working hours, working days,
communication platform
selection, and anything that
related to the work ethic of those
in the field.

Workflow

It is of the essence at Studio Madane to gather the youth to develop a workflow model that is custom to the context and actors in the project at hand. One step 
forward that the youth took, since the onset of the October 17th revolution in 2019, was their interest in converting all the slogans and noble objectives into 
practice.






